NOTHING TO SELL
Alright
Nothing to fear
Nothing to heal
Laws of the market are what they are
Nothing to sell
We won’t prevail
Tired of dying to be first
Nothing to sell
Nothing to spare, to lose, to lend
Nothing to sell
And we mistook you for a friend
Nothing is real
When you’re not king
You know nothing, Jon Snow but you are
Feeling so pure
Then you endure
Envious is not a way of life

When you look at the sky at night
Do you see the milky way of artistic light ?
Or do you swim in a pool of pesos ?
Sucker
Nothing to sell
Nothing to spare, to lose, to lend

Nothing to sell
And we mistook you for a friend
FRIEND
Old school pictures start to fade
Fate is clearly what me make
Stop complaining ‘bout yourself
Force your chance, take the train of your own recognition
Nothing to sell, you’re not your slave
No
Stop complaining, start to train
Stop complaining, start to train
Stop complaining, start to train
Elevate to see
Better days ahead
Nothing to sell
Nothing to spare, to lose, to lend
Nothing to sell
And we mistook you for a friend
Nothing to sell, you’re not your slave
Nothing to sell, you’re not your slave
Nothing to sell, you’re not your slave
MASTURBATION FAILED
Masturbation
Masturbation

Masturbation
Masturbation
Masturbation
Masturbation
Masturbation failed
The good thing with masturbation
Is that you’re fucking somebody you love !
Yeah, right, but the bad thing with masturbation
Is that…You’re fucking somebody you love
So at the end of the day who really loves you ? Who ?
MASTURBATION
Yeah, you said that already
But the question is…
We’re born alone, we live alone, we die alone
Do we fuck alone too ? Do we ? Well…
Masturbation failed
It failed
Masturbation failed
Everytime you think you grab it
Happiness jumps in the train
Help, friend
Masturbation failed
Something on the plane had crashed
Will you give, give me a hand ?
Masturbation, no solution

Masturbation, no solution
Masturbation, no solution
Masturbation failed
No pain, but no fucking gain
Seems that we will never find
Communication again
Insane
There’s no one to blame
Disconnected all the way
Over, all over again
It failed
Masturbation failed
Everytime you think you grab it
Happiness jumps in the train
Help, friend
Masturbation failed
Something on the plane had crashed
Will you give, give me a hand ?
After all is said and done
Is there still magic to come ?
Magic to come !
Fighting all my self-afflictions
Fighting all the way
I don’t see no resurrection
Men are made of clay

Detonate, my contradictions
Pissing blood away
Contemplate these bold destructions
Born from our minds
Separate
Love and pity
Annihilate
Hypocrisy
Suffocate negativity and kill all the possessions
Incriminate male supremacy and the lack of discussions
It failed
Masturbation failed
Everytime you think you grab it
Happiness jumps in the train
Help, friend
Masturbation failed
Something on the plane had crashed
Will you give, give me a hand ?
Masturbation failed
Masturbation failed
Masturbation failed
Will you give, give me a hand ?
GET LAID
Step away, step step away

I would like yourself to get laid
Groove away, groove groove away
I would like you, friend, to be friendly
Find your way, find find your way
Anywhere I’d go would be your way
Not today, no, not today
Not today is still a fucking day
I
Wish I
Had more time
To read
Steal time for anything beautiful
Kneel, cry, or anything good for you

Stuck in my shell, don’t you know
There’s someone else
Burning inside, and out
Writing my eulogy
Cracks in the wall, open doors
Feeling so small
Shrinks they wouldn’t pay to watch
Cooks in my kitchen
Give, don’t forgive, not forgiven, forgive
Steal time for anything beautiful
Kneel, cry, or anything good for you

Give, don’t forgive, not forgiven, forgive
Dream of men who’d feed brains for free, just for free
Kiss, and fulfill, body language, for me
Dream of men who’d feel pain for real, just for real

Get laid
Steal time for anything beautiful
Kneel, cry, or anything good for you
Out of my shell, don’t you know
There’s someone else
Burning inside, and out
Writing epiphany
Cracks in the wall, open doors
Feeling so tall
Shrinks will fuckin’pay to watch
Me getting laid
CHAOS ? WHY NOT !
Can we stand in front of you ?
Standing on the edge of our civilization
We can't go back and we can't forget
All the things we got, all the things we get
They all seem to get away
A.W.O.L. 's knocked out
Keynes is knocked out
Bricks in their walls begin to crumble away

Increase : knocked down
Trust is knocked down
Bricks in their walls begin to crumble away

Will we stand upon a lie, made of their fictions ?
They have the power, we have the number
Growth is their religion
So let's speak 'bout deicide
Increase : knocked down
Trust is knocked down
Bricks in their walls begin to crumble away
Begin to crumble away
Breakdown is a fact
In front of us
We'll miss the confort
You'll miss the warning
Fuck
Call it a joke
Whatever, or collapsollogy

Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes - Nobody
Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes

Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes
Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes

Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes
Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes
Nobody calls nobody cause nobody can, nobody comes
Nobody calls nobody
COMES
Can we stand in front of you ?
Chaos, why not ?

SUN IS THE LIMIT
HO HO HO… HEY HEY !
Ladies and gentlemen !
Welcome to the trip of a lifetime
You might be shaken but not stirred
But be assured your preconceived views
Might be fuckin’ disturbed !
All the fingers pull the triggers
Wait until I say… HEY HEY !
All the fighters push the cowards
Just embark and PLAY
Lift your minds to levels of conscience you’ve never dared to feed before
Name your star after the worst nightmare you’ve never shared with living souls

To the sun I’m ready to fly and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
In the sun I’m ready to die and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
Feel the burn, you already dived and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
In the sun there’s nothing to hide and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
Feel the wind of change
Watch the world demise
Wash it all away
Write your fiction, safe
Earth, your cyanide
Eat the poor, the rich, the good, the filth, your brood, your scream

Eat the poor, the rich, the good, the filth, your brood, your scream, your food, you’re full of
brand new shit now you can see
To the sun I’m ready to fly and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
In the sun I’m ready to die and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
Feel the burn, you already dived and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
In the sun there’s nothing to hide and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
Eat the poor, the rich, the good, the filth, your brood, your scream
Join the ship, the hope, the will, the pure, now you can see
To the sun I’m ready to fly and we’ll all sing YEAH HEY HO
In the sun I’m ready to die and now we all sing YEAH HEY HO
NICE TO THE BONE
If you dig in my bones
You'll find myself alone
Unleashed
But in control
Exposed
Ready for more
They say, stick to your feelings
But I barely see meanings
I quit from believing
Some pasts are forgiven
Now that hearts are open
Give them hell of a play
Relax, it’s all in the waiting
Let the anger in, let the anger out
Fill their void with a smile then
Break the silence now, break the silence now
As I was moving ahead
Occasionally
I saw brief glimpses of beauty
And whatever it takes, nobody will put me again on the path of self-loathing
Cause overthinking never brought me anything good
And I’m done with my wild swinging moods
Skin shedding is never easy on shifting sands

Hello, hello, here’s the brand new ME
Relax, it’s all in the waiting
Let the anger in, let the anger out
Fill their void with a smile then
Break the silence now, break the silence now
Bring some kindness to your rhymes
Excessive isolation paralyzes the flow of thoughts
Anesthetizes empathy with faceless anger
Buries the meaning of things under illegible graves
In a cold and deadly place
Rage will have time to burn when it will have to
Use it against shadows is so pathetic
When invisible enemies seem so many
But there’s only one
And you’re too scared to face him
Relax, it’s all in the waiting
Let the anger in, let the anger out
Fill your voice with a smile then…

LETTER TO GRETA
LET HER TALK, YOU PIGS
YOU DISGUST ME TOO
Greta, we’ll be on your side in the snow
And in the scorchers
Greta, they’re old and they move too slow

When there’s a child who’s leading
The grandparents are bitching
When one truth is disturbing
Some try to shun

Pigs have ties

PIGS HAVE TIES
Pigs like lies
PIGS LIKE LIES
Pigs have ties
PIGS HAVE TIES
Pigs like lies
PIGS LIKE LIES

WE HAVE TO GO
EARTH’S GOT NO LINER
WE HAVE TO GO
DON’T NEED DIVINER
When there’s a child : listen
You can’t avoid the glances
Beware of all your senses
We can do no offenses
You can just listen up and whist
Greta, we’ll be on your side in the snow
And in the scorchers
Greta, they’re old and they move too slow
They are the jokers
Greta, we’ll be on your side for a clue
As elder brothers
I wish I could be as brave as you
WE HAVE TO GO

EARTH’S GOT NO LINER
WE HAVE TO GO
DON’T NEED DIVINER
Greta, we’ll be on your side in the snow
And in the scorchers
Greta, they’re old and they move too slow
GO GET’EM GRETA !
LUCIFER IS SLEEPING
Lucifer is in bed
Lucifer is sleeping
Sometimes at night you may wonder
Why the red one is silent
I DINE ALONE
I SLEEP ALONE
Life is uncool for the devil
No one seems to really care
IF I NEED LOVE
OR EXTRA SAUCE
ON MY SUSHIS
THE SHEETS ARE COLD
It’s not easy to be left unknown
Having no one calling on the telephone
People think I’m not worthy to play ball

You would be surprised to see me with toys
Laughing at my series, praying to get caught
I wish I could have not a burning dog
Your worshippers are so stupid
Some days you wish you were God
BUT THEN I CRY
AND KILL A DOVE
Killing sheeps is overrated
You’d be better drinking juice
Juice
Better Drink
Better drink-drink-drink, better drinking juice
I DON’T DRINK, MY EYES ARE RED
WOULD YOU LET ME REST, I’M DEAD ?
It’s not easy to be left unknown
Having no one calling on the telephone
People think I’m not worthy to play ball
You would be surprised to see me with toys
Laughing at my series, praying to get caught
I wish I could have not a burning dog
Burning dog

CAN’T YOU

READ THE SIGN
ON THE DOOR ?
DO NOT DISTURB !
You can go to hell
But he won’t be there
Fuck you with your childish cult
CHILDREN, NOW BEWARE
YOU ARE NOT AWARE
OF MY DOCTOR’S NEW PRESCRIPTION
« KEEP AWAY FROM BLACK METAL »
Lucifer is in bed
Lucifer is sleeping

I ASK YOU
PLEASE
JUST GIVE ME
5 MINUTES
ALONE !
It’s not easy to be left unknown
Having no one calling on the telephone
People think I’m not worthy to play ball
Now you know me better than before
Go and listen to the new Coldplay album
I will go to Lille to cool all this warmth

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Catch me if you can
Catch me if you can

You all think you have us in a fucking cage
I’m here to prove you wrong
We're not here to play the motherfucking clowns
Won’t play the fool for you
It's easier to lock down people in a box
Won’t keep the key of truth
We're not here to play the motherfucking clowns
Won’t be your tool of youth
Catch me if you can
Catch me if you can
Catch me if you can
Catch me if you can

Maybe you'll never get and catch at all
Maybe
You'll never
Get and catch at all
You all think you have us
in a fucking cage
We are not here to play
We're not here to play the
motherfucking clowns
Won’t play the fool for you

Maybe you'll never get and catch at all
Catch me if you can
Catch me if you can
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN

You laugh
If I decide to

A clown ?
A prick ?
A junk ?
What am I for you ?
A nerd ?
A douche ?
A cunt ?
What am I for you ?

A clown ?
A prick ?
A junk ?
What am I for you ?
A nerd ?
A douche ?
A cunt ?
What the fuck am I for you ?
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Catch me if you can
Catch me if you can

FAMILY BURLESQUE
Always talking to myself
Wishing I was someone else
I could build a different story
We’re a sum of fears and prayers
We could meet a thousand friends
There would be no morning glory
Glory glory Alleluia
Glory glory hole
Leave your free will, hope you won’t puke
On your way back home
Get away today they say you failed to pay your tribute to
Legacy ahead it’s time
Slips into your mind
Anyway the frame is big enough for everybody who
Kissed the ashes of their pride
Slips into your mind
Trying to keep on with the pulse
Of a couple and a nurse
You can say « hereditary »
But the rush will drive you nuts
You can keep your eyes wide shut
All the choices induce mournings
Glory glory Alleluia

Glory glory hole
Stressing dinners won’t last so long
If you swallow all
Get away today they say you failed to pay your tribute to
Legacy ahead it’s time
Slips into your mind
Anyway the frame is big enough for everybody who
Kissed the ashes of their pride
Slips into your mind
Go !
Recognition is not a goal
Shit the roots of your tree
Fight more
In every relation
Sweat more
In every relation
Get bored
In every relation
Waste more
In every relation
Name your prize !
For oblivion, reboot yourself
Get away today they say you failed to pay your tribute to
Legacy ahead it’s time
Slips into your mind

Anyway the frame is big enough for everybody who
Kissed the ashes of their pride
Slips into your mind
AND NOW WE STAND
When I’ll be in this bed I know
Just supposed to be not as old as I would be
When I’ll recall this past I know
I hope I will find a new force to continue the show

Life will change
And I will change
Nothing lasts
Except the past
A higher challenge
A higher range
Memory : new
From falls we knew

And now, we stand
Gratitude is always winning
Make it grow inside
Holding present tight for next days
As a gift of life

Life will change
And I will change

We’ll be far
Another day
We’ll be in
We’ll be out
We’ll be blown
Anyway

With a choice we stand - ANYWAY
With a choice we stand - WITH A CHOICE
With a choice we stand - ON OUR WAY
With a choice

And now, we stand
Gratitude is always winning
Make it grow inside
Holding present tight for next days
As a gift of life

Gratitude is always winning
Make it grow inside
Holding present tight for next days
As a gift of life

Gratitude is always winning
Make it grow inside
GRATITUDE
MAKE IT GROW INSIDE

When I’ll be in this bed I know
I hope I will find a new force to continue the show
ANYWAY – WITH A CHOICE – ON OUR WAY
FOR THE ONES

For the ones who know
For the ones who don’t
For the ones who know they don’t know anything

For the ones who try
For the ones who fail
For the ones who think they always learn something

---

For the ones who hurt
For the ones who cure
For the ones not afraid to apologize
For the ones who dance
For the ones who don’t
For the ones who party all alone for nights

---

For the ones who give a hand to enemies

For the ones we'll love over the centuries
--For the ones who pray
For the ones who don’t
For the ones who trust in life anyway
For the ones who run
For the ones who can’t

For the ones who travel inside far away

---

For the ones who stand
For the ones who sit
For the ones who fight for something they live for

For the ones who died
For the ones who will
For the ones we raise and for the ones who'll be born

---

For the ones who build
With the dumps we use

For the ones who gild
With the stars we lose

---

For the ones who know
For the ones who don’t
For the ones who try
For the ones who fail

For the ones who try
SYNCHRONIZE

We have lives to synchronize
We don't know how to do, but we will – Yes we will !

We have dreams to oversize
Now, we don't need to knee anymore
Anymore
Look around
What did they kill ?
Look at them
Do they hear you ?
Look around
You're not alone
Look at us
We are billions

We have goals to modernize
We don't know how to do, but we will – Yes we will
We have faults to analyze
They don't know how to do but we'll show them for now what it's like to fail
To fail
Look around
What did they kill ?
Look at them
Do they hear you ?
Look around
You're not alone
Look at us
We have a world to colorize
We don't know how to do, but we will – Yes we will !
We have rights to emphasize
They don't know how to do but we'll show them for now
Cause now, we don't need to knee – NO MORE

This is a world we can dream on
These are the words we can hang on

Don't let anyone tell you again
You're too young to know

They failed
You don't
They failed
You don't

We have lives to synchronize

We will, yes we will
We will, yes we will
We will, yes we will
We will

We have lives to synchronize
We have lives to synchronize
We have lives to synchronize
WE HAVE LIVES TO SYNCHRONIZE

